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DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this course, by itself, will not make
you any money. As I constantly mention in the course, you must
apply the information. This will give you a good chance of being
successful. However, even with application, there can be no
guarantee of income.
As with all things in life, your individual results may vary
depending on who you are. The factors include your motivation,
your skillset, input, determination – and all the other factors that
affect normal life.
COPYRIGHT NOTICE
This e-book is copyrighted and ALL rights are reserved.
You may not copy, share, post, forward, reproduce or transmit
this e-book in any print, electronic, or other format without the
express permission of the author.
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Greetings

I'm Ezra!

Today I am going to be going over a very simple formula responsible for a piece 
of my ongoing CPA Marketing income. 

This method started out making a consistent $50+ each day for me and I've been 
able to scale it up since then to some pretty satisfactory numbers. 

This method only requires a bit of patience and consistency. 

I made my first money with this method on the SECOND day trying it, it was 
only a few dollars but the quick turn around showed me the possibilities of the 

method being something that can be consistent.

I set aside 30 minutes every day to run this little formula and within a few days 
I was pulling in an average of $50 every single day from those 30 minutes of 

super simple 'work'.

I was already making money with CPA around the time I began implenting this 
method but that certainly doesn't mean you have to be making money to get 

started. The main HERO CPA formula pulls in free traffic to a number of offers.

I'm excited for you guys to see some commission rolling into your CPA 
accounts, so I'm not going to have a long drawn out introduction. That is the 

history behind the method, now let's talk about WHAT to do.
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One

This method promotes a couple of different offers at the same time allowing you 
to widen your chance of picking up commission from your leads.

I promote a total of 3 CPA offers at once. 

Sometimes they all get completed by a lead, sometimes only one will get 
completed – sometimes none, of course. 

I've tested this out a lot and it really helps increase the amount of money you 
can make from one 'impression'.

The basic idea behind this formula is simple: Give something away for free to 
people who would benefit and include your own affiliate links as the 
resources. 

Most definitely not a groundbreaking method, this basic formula has been 
around for a long time and has proven itself to work over and over again as long 
as you know what you're doing.

It's a fact that people don't mind taking stuff for free, especially if it is aligned 
with a current issue or problem they are having. 

Considering this fact, once someone gets something for free, their sales-guard is 
naturally and completely dropped.

Once you have someone in this place(guard dropped), it's VERY easy to profit 
with CPA offers as the majority of CPA offers don't even require a sale for you to 
get paid. 

Everything from this point is much more natural. We will be promoting biz opp 
offers for this method.
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Look around your CPA network(s) and scan the offers they have available in the 
biz opp category that only require a short/first-page lead. 

It's definitely best to have a number of CPA networks on your side here so you 
can have a good number of choices. 

Like mentioned earlier, you will be promoting 3 different offers at the same 
time, they will all these same kinds of biz opp offers.

You can have a look at offervault.com to find a list of all of the CPA networks 
that host shortform biz opp offers.

Once you get on the search results page, click on the PAYOUT button to filter 
the results in a way that will give you the short form biz opp CPA offers first.

A good payout to stick with for these offers will be anywhere from $1.30 - $5.00 
and sometimes more. 
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These offers payout on the first page along with the submission of a leads 
information.

Here is a quick screenshot I grabbed near page 7 of (a whole lot of pages) that 
show a number of good offers.

This is just to show the amount of offers that is available out there, and this is 
just a sliver of the offers listed on offervault.com. 

Check it out for yourself and you will find pages and pages of offers.
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We just want three. Three good offers to promote. These don't have to be in the 
same CPA network either, remember that as well. 

It's not a bad thing to spread your earnings across multiple networks!

Do your research and find you 3 good business opportunity short form CPA 
offers to promote.

Once you find them, you will need a way to forward your traffic to each of your 
offers. You can either purchase three different .COM domains and forward each 
of them to your offers or create subdomains off of one domain.

(TIP: GoDaddy always has some great specials going on, I manage to get .COM 
domains for as low as $1 most of the time. In fact, at the time of me writing this guide, 
you can use the promotional code, “FB99COM” for a $1.17 .COM domain, give it a try, 
if it doesn't work any more ,just research! You should be able to find something!)

Your domain name should be something along the lines of winning something, 
just put your thinking cap on and go see what's available. An example; 
www.theprizetank.com...that's a good example I just made up on the spot. 

Just checked and theprizetank.com is available. Let's see if any of you grab that 
good domain!
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Now you should have your domains prepared and three biz opp offers to 
promote. 

You can simply forward your domains to each affiliate link for each CPA biz opp 
offer.

The offers we are promoting pay out after the first page submit, majority of the 
time. Your leads only have to fill out a few lines of information about themselves 
for you to get paid.

Let's say you are promoting an offer paying out $2.50 per lead.

How hard does it sound to get 20 people to fill out a few lines of information 
every day? 

If it sounds hard, it really isn't! 

Throw in the fact that these people aren't just random folks, these are people 
that can greatly benefit from what we have to offer them.

Let's take a look at a landing page from one of these biz opp offers.
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This panda research offer is popular in the networks. 

They have a few different variations of the offer floating around. 

This is a one page submit offer, it only pays $1.60 but as you can see it is very
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simple and easy to turn into conversions if you have your cards set up right. 

I've promoted this same offer before and have seen the payout as high as $3.10 
per first page submit. 

The only difference was the lead had to confirm their email for the lead to fire.

Also remember, higher payout doesn't always mean it's the best offer to 
choose!!! 

Good example, here is a shot at a standard day with just one of the many CPA 
networks I run this biz opp traffic through.

This was from a normal day of doing this formula for no longer than 30 minutes 
and as you can see, with this particular network, the lower paying offer sent me 
the most money for that day.

Like I said in the salespage, this formula is built off of a design that can nearly 
guarantee even the novice CPA'er can pull in $50/day without much work but 
the possibilities are endless. 

I had 6 different CPA networks seeing the same or better results as the shot 
above on the very same day. 

Although, it ALL starts with that first milestone of $50/day on a consistent basis 
before you hit $300+/day on a consistent basis(in most cases!).
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You will basically be helping your traffic learn about the whole IM business 
opportunity and sort of slide our 3 CPA offers into the mix as suggestions to
look at for more information.

It will be a very natural process which will help you see some really good 
conversion rates. And as mentioned, it is all a win/win so everyone will walk 
away from this experience satisfied, which is always a great thing!

Now, how is this all going to happen?
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You want this process to be as hands off as possible, and depending on your 
own resources this whole thing can be 100% hands off. 

One of the cool things that I like about this method is the simplicity it takes to 
profit and the fact that I don't have to sit in front of the computer for hours.

All you want to do here is educate your traffic.

Do it for free via some sort of guide about anything Internet Marketing 
related...ANYTHING!!!

When I say anything, I really mean it. 

If it has anything to do with Internet Marketing, all you need is a simple guide 
to give away to people that teaches some basic information.

The purpose of this guide is to simple break down the natural guard your 
traffic will have up. 

That's why it really doesn't matter what you write the guide about as long as it's 
to do with IM. 

Again, once this guard is pulled down, your CPA offers will be looked at with 
much more treasure than advertising to someone who has their guard up.

So the guide is pretty much a very effective way to turn any of your cold traffic 
into warm traffic, raising your conversions and putting more leads into your 
CPA accounts.

There's a number of different options at this point. 
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Write up your own quick “internet marketing” related guide using the 
knowledge that you've picked up since you started this business. 

Or you can just work smarter and find a decent PLR report you can use. 

With a PLR report in the MMO niche, you can simple edit in your own 
name/business and place in your affiliate links wherever you want.

You can get a PLR report on whatever; Ebay, Craigslist, CPA, Amazon, Article 
Marketing, Offline Marketing...you name it. 

There are plenty of these being sold on the Warrior Forum, just use the search 
function and I'm sure you will be able to find something.

Another option of course would be to grab the upgrade offer to this HERO CPA 
course which includes advanced tips on this method and a PLR report that I 
wrote for you guys to use!

Once you have your PLR report ready to be edited, you simple find a place in 
the guide to naturally bring up your biz opp CPA offers and then forward 
them to sign up for these offers.

Somewhere in the report you should break the original content and put 
something along the lines of this:

It would be super helpful for you to align yourself with the right information 
and the right people to put yourself in the best position to actually start 
making money from home. 

Always try to look for new things to learn about making money online, but 
be careful where you look, there is a lot of false information and scams out 
there that won't do anything but impede on your progress.
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There are thousands of people earning a good living from home and the key 
to joining them is being around them and learning the same information that 
made it happen for them.

Here are three people I highly suggest you study, they all have great 
information that will help you find your own breakthrough. Just check it out 
for yourself:

1. www.BizOppAffLink1.com  
2. www.BizOppAffLink2.com  
3. www.BizOppAffLink3.com   

You will be able to learn something from each of them that will greatly 
benefit you your goal to become independent and work from home! 

---

And you continue on with the original PLR content in the normal flow the guide 
was going. 

In a lot of cases your leads will stop reading the content and go check those 
offers out right then and there. 

Giving your “top 3” resources for them to check out flows perfectly and you 
greatly adds the chance of pulling in a higher payout from one person who's 
reading your guide.

To try and put this into a bit clearer perspective, imagine you being a complete 
newbie to Internet Marketing. 

Your first day looking around, you found and downloaded a totally FREE guide 
titled, “$100 Per Day Playing Around On Amazon”.

And in the guide, along with some info about Amazon marketing it had 3 links
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to more useful information that will help you get to success in this Internet 
Marketing business. 

At this point, your guard is probably non-existent, so ask yourself, would you 
go check out the offers and fill in your name and email? If not, can you honestly 
say one of the next few people who read that guide wont?

Put this free guide in front of a good enough amount of people, $50 will 
willingly be sitting there waiting for you each and every day. 

So no one is getting lost here, this thing is simple:

1. Find 3 biz opp CPA offers to promote.
2. Get a domain for each of your offers.
3. Find a good PLR report in the MMO niche.
4. Edit the report with your name and naturally work your 3 affiliate links 

into the content. 
5. Get your guide in front of as many people as you can who may be 

interested in the MMO niche.

Very simple stuff here, now let's move to the last chapter and talk a bit about 
putting your guide in people's hands so you can start collecting commission!
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Only thing left to worry about know is getting your newly edited MMO guide 
into as many hands as possible who may be interested in reading it.

There are COUNTLESS ways to do so, this formula itself is VERY powerful and 
almost any traffic generation method can work as long as you push the FREE 
hard! FREE guide on working from home and making money online; FREE! 
FREE! FREE!

As I have already said too many times, once someone gets something for free, 
their guard is usually dropped to a very low level, giving you the absolute best 
opportunity to present CPA offers.

You will be targeting people who mostly know exactly NOTHING about 
Internet Marketing, many of which won't even know it's POSSIBLE to make 
money from the Internet. 

We've all been there before!

I guarantee if you are reading this product right now, you know more about 
Internet Marketing than 99% of the people you will be putting your offers in 
front of.

So what am I going to talk about in this guide about getting traffic? Well, a place 
where you will have a constant stream of HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS of 
potential leads every single day.

Huh? Where? Well, my baby Craigslist.com of course!

Hundreds and hundreds of fresh, ripe leads post ads on Craigslist every minute 
of every day. 
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These people ARE interested in anything that can result in them making more 
money and you will conveniently be GIVING them an opportunity to OPEN 
THEIR EYES to this huge IM world.

All the way at the bottom of the Craigslist homepage, RESUMES is a section that
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is HIGHLY under-rated and under-used by a lot of CPA Marketers. It's just too 
easy; like a roledex of leads posting ads up THEMSELVES every single day.
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Quick screenshot I grabbed in a random city that I've never went into before and 
there are a bunch of leads sitting here. 

Understand, these are PERFECT leads for the HERO CPA formula as these 
people are mostly just looking for something to make some extra cash.

We are not offering anything that is going to make them whip their credit cards 
out so the conversions happen naturally as you will soon see. 

Nothing is complicated about this at all, you simple offer them your FREE book 
and keep it moving, who's not going to take a free book that could help them 
make money?

Take a look at this screenshot below of an ad I clicked on from the list above.
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A lot of the ads you will find will have a cell phone number in the ad like the 
young lady included above. 

Ads with cell numbers are really high converters, any initial contact being a text 
message first will BOOST conversion rates to the sky!

I suggest setting up a new Google Voice number for the purpose of texting 
people who include their cell number in their 'resume' ad. 

This would be the first preferred method of contact. Next would be their email 
address.

When you text these leads you just want to send a very simple message, pretty 
much setting them up to read your guide:

“Hi, I'm Ezra, saw your ad on Craigslist about needing extra work. I'm 
training people to work from their home, I have a free e-book I want to send 

to you to see if you're interested! What email can I send it to?”

Most people will simply text back with their personal email address and then 
you simple email them with your MMO guide included in the attachments 
telling them to give it a good read.

It's also a good option for your Google voice number area code to be within the 
state of the leads you are contacting. 

So it doesn't necessarily have to have the same area code as the city they live in, 
but as long as it is in the same state, most people will recognize it.

Again, this is just optional but I think it slightly helps the chance people respond 
back to your text. 

I didn't start paying attention to this for a few months so it's definitely not a 
requirement to make money with this formula at all. 
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Just wanted to add that extra tip in for anyone who wants to take a small extra 
step.

Once you have text messages sitting in your Google voice inbox with personal 
email address, simply start emailing them your guide along with another short 
note:

Hi, This is Ezra who texted you! I've attached the e-book for you to read 
through, it's not a long read at all but it has some really cool info about 

working from home and using the Internet to make money. This is the same 
stuff that I am into myself, just give it a good read and you can email me back 

if you have any questions!

Thanks

Ezra

And you keep it moving. 

If their ad didn't have a phone number and you had to resort to emailing first, 
the above email is pretty much the same email I send, with a couple obvious 
changes.

Most people don't respond, I personally try and help anyone who actually does 
respond with any questions as they are usually extra basic internet marketing 
questions that are second nature to most of us.

Just contact as many of these people as your time permits each day and you will 
see money rolling into your account like clock work. 

A virtual assistant(s) or outsourcer would be grand with this HERO CPA 
formula taking the work off of your hands!!!
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There is a very simple formula anyone can put to work NOW to get some cash 
rolling into their account. Remember, don't over complicate any of this!

1. Find 3 biz opp CPA offers to promote.
2. Get domains for them and forward each domain to each offer.
3. Find PLR rights to a decent, newbie friendly MMO course.
4. Edit the course with your information and work your list of 3 biz opp CPA 

offers into the content.
5. Contact people posting in Resumes section of Craigslist via text 

message/email and send them your free guide.
6. Profit, Rinse, Repeat.

If you need any further help or have questions, 
comments, concerns, suggestions or anything of 
the SUPPORT nature, please email 
WYCKMARKETING@GMAIL.COM. These support 
related inquiries should not be posted in the sales 
thread! 

Thanks! 

Good luck and God bless,

– Ezra
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